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Saving ‘Disinterestedness’ in
Environmental Aesthetics:
A Defense against Berleant and Saito
Damla Dönmez*
Boğaziçi University

Environmental aesthetics has been a relatively recent topic in the history
of philosophy. However, the justiﬁcation of aesthetic judgments in nature
has created problems. The old, historical concept of “disinterestedness”
dominates the tradition of aesthetics almost for two centuries. However,
some modern scholars such as Berleant criticizes disinterestedness with
the claim that it is not a satisfactory criterion since it regards the environment as if an artwork. On the other hand, although Saito does not present
direct oppositions, she does not take disinterestedness into consideration
and mention it even once in her works. As an alternative, whereas Berleant
proposes a theory of “aesthetics of engagement”, Saito goes for a “ZenBuddhist type of non-anthropocentric appreciation”, both intending to
adopt a holistic perspective for the human-nature relationship and overcome the created boundaries. However, I claim that although the main
intention of both seems to be a comprehensive perception of nature, “appreciating nature as nature” (not as an artwork), they misinterpret “disinterestedness” and overlook the fact that we can still maintain it within environmental aesthetics. Disinterestedness can guide our judgments with
the notions of (1) non-instrumentality, (2) transparent self and (3) impartiality. In this sense, I argue that (1) the proper antagonistic pole of
engagement is not disinterestedness but a dominant theory of aesthetics
left from 18th century called “picturesque”, (2) in contrast to holistic accounts of these philosophers who look for an immersion-of-self-in-a-biggerSelf, disinterestedness provides being devoid-of-any-empirical-self and (3) disinterestedness is not anthropocentric, human-centered, but anthropogeneric,
human-generated, which accepts the “otherness” of nature and opens the
way for respect and care in environmental ethics.
*

Email: donmezdamla@yahoo.com
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1. What is Environmental Aesthetics?
Environmental aesthetics is one of the new areas of aesthetics that emerged in the second half of the 20th century. Two main questions dominate
the discussions in environmental aesthetics: (1) in what ways appreciation
of nature is different from appreciation of art and (2) how can we be justiﬁed in our aesthetic judgments of nature, that some appreciation is better
than the other? Although environmental aesthetics does seem to develop
in recent years, experience and appreciation of nature was a huge concern in the philosophers of 18th century in Anthony Ashley Cooper (Lord
Shaftesbury) (1801-1885), Joseph Addison (1672-1719), Alexander Gottlieb
Baumgarten (1714-1762) and Immanuel Kant. However, in the 19th century,
especially with Hegel, nature as an object of aesthetics lost its signiﬁcance
and went through a stagnation period. After Hegel, the proper object of
aesthetics became only art which is the sensible expression of the absolute spirit and by the twentieth century aesthetics of nature was almost
totally eclipsed by the philosophy of art. It was in 1966 that with Ronald
Hepburn’s seminal article Contemporary Aesthetics and the Neglect of the Natural Beauty, the focus of aesthetics diverted back to the environment as an
object of appreciation equally as art.
My paper deals directly with the question of how aesthetic judgments
in environmental appreciation can be justiﬁed. How can we ascertain that
this judgment is better than the other one, or much “serious” rather than
being “trivial” (Hepburn, 1993, p. 65)? In short, how can we ﬁnd a normative criterion which would help to guide our actions and principles? This
question is related with the ﬁrst question above; in what ways appreciation of nature differ from art. I will start with answering the ﬁrst and
then move the latter one. In the literature of environmental aesthetics,
the justiﬁcation of aesthetic judgments gave way to two camps. First camp
is the cognitivists who claim science or information functions as a standard. Carlson (1995) declared that the act of appreciation “has an essential
cognitive component” (p. 396), Eaton (1998) asserted knowledge increases
aesthetic pleasure (p. 154) and Lintott (2007) claimed that “the bias of science is a useful tool in the aesthetic appreciation of nature” (p. 392). In
contrast, non-cognitivists argued against the necessity of knowledge. For
instance, Brady (1998) asserted that although we can lack info about the
173
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object, “imagination” can still encourage us to have various perceptual experiences (p. 142), Carroll (2007) claimed that we appreciate nature sometimes “less intellectively” but only by being “emotionally moved” (p. 170).
However, since the second camp did not present any “objective” criterion,
cognitivists accused them for having no criteria for proper appreciation.
In this respect, some philosophers such as Brady (2003) referred back to
the old, historical concept of “disinterestedness” (p. 10) which marks if we
are “imagining well” or not with the motivation of having an impartial and
unbiased approach.
However, Berleant criticized disinterestedness with the claim that it
does not satisfy the criterion for aesthetic judgments of nature since it
takes them as if an artwork. In this respect, he not only theorized an
argument for the ﬁrst question of environmental aesthetics, how appreciation of nature is different from appreciation of art, but also responded to
the latter question that disinterestedness cannot function properly in justifying aesthetic judgments. His ideas can be gathered under three main
problems: (1) the state of mind disinterestedness supports is pure “contemplation”, isolating the subject within his own psychological set (1994,
p. 250), (2) disinterestedness “objectiﬁes” and encloses the focus of appreciation “within borders”, frames and isolates it (1993, p. 236) and (3) it
fosters a “detached” attitude by creating “distance” between the perceiver
and the perceived, reducing it to the parochial dominancy of one sense, vision (1994, p. 244). In contrast to these, he argued for an aesthetic theory
that (1) integrates the “perception of a conscious body and world” which
is a dynamic perceptual system that “assimilates person and place” (1991,
p. 102), (2) a “holistic” conception of environment which counts for a real
“lived experience”, as the term itself signiﬁes that environs the people (1991,
p. 91) and (3) an “aesthetics” with an attitude of “engagement” where perceivers act as “participants” not “observers” (1993, p. 236) in which multisensuous appreciation takes place including smell, sounds, touch and taste
(1993, p. 237).
Unlike Berleant, Saito did not criticize disinterestedness explicitly and
did not propose a direct alternative to it. However, she dealt with the justiﬁcation problem of environmental aesthetics and appreciation of nature
as “nature” in her work Appreciating Nature on its own Terms (2007) without
mentioning disinterestedness even once and utterly ignoring it. Likewise
174
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any non-cognitivist, she rejected the role of science and information as too
reductionist, as if it is the “only relationship” humans interact with nature
(p. 157) and proposed an alternative model called “Zen-Buddhist type of
non-anthropocentric appreciation” aiming to preserve the unity and continuity between man and nature and overcome the created boundaries. In
this sense, although she does not clearly depict, she criticizes imposing
our own stories on nature and creating boundaries between nature and human mind. Although the “picturesque” and “associationist” appreciation
of nature is her main target, the way she defends Zen Buddhism as the
proper mode of appreciation, she discards disinterestedness as well. The
reasons opting for a Zen Buddhist non-anthropocentric appreciation is
(1) instead of attempting to understand nature exclusively through mental activities with various conceptual schemes, it suggests a possibility of
knowing nature “directly and immediately with our whole body and mind”
and (2) Zen Buddhism does not detach the mind from the self, but perceive
its delicate life, feel its feeling. Therefore, we “enter into” or “become one
with the object with our entire being” (p. 158). These points indicate that
for Saito, disinterestedness is not a theory that creates a “holistic” union
of object and the subject but presents a dualistic approach. Moreover, the
inherent contemplative “mental activity” in disinterestedness does not enable one to “know nature” “immediately” and “directly” but rather presupposes an anthropocentric essence in which humans have a central role with
a distinct position of appreciating nature from their godlike and “impersonal” position.
So, the questions for both Berleant and Saito are: (1) is disinterestedness indeed incompatible with “engagement” and “active participation”?
In other words, does it indeed frame and isolate the object by creating
distance and leaving it to the dominancy of eye? (2) Is a “holistic” theory
of aesthetics the most proper form of appreciation of nature distinguishing it from art? Lastly, (3) does disinterestedness indeed impose or imply any anthropocentricism since it does accept the role of human perception as a main principle of guidance? My answer is negative for all these
questions. I reject both Berleant’s and Saito’s criticisms. I claim that
although the main intention of both seems to be a comprehensive perception of nature, “appreciating nature as nature” (not as an artwork), they
misinterpret “disinterestedness” and overlook the fact that it still can be
175
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maintained within environmental aesthetics and guide our epistemological
distinctions, i.e. determining if that judgments is better than this one or
not. In this sense, I argue that (1) the proper antagonistic pole of engagement is not disinterestedness but a dominant theory of aesthetics left from
18th century: the picturesque, (2) in contrast to holistic account of these
philosophers who look for an immersion-of-self- in-a-bigger-Self, I argue disinterestedness provides being devoid-of-any-empirical-self and (3) disinterestedness does not posit aesthetic judgments to be anthropocentric, humancentered but accept they are anthropogeneric, human-generated. Before
moving to build these arguments, investigating the origins of the concept
primarily would clear away the ongoing misinterpretation. Disinterestedness does not separate the subject and object in an elitist, disengaged attitude but as its originator, Shaftesbury deﬁnes; disinterestedness means to
be motivated without self-concerns.
2. The Origins of Disinterestedness
The origin of the concept dates back to the 18th century, to the writings
of Lord Shaftesbury. He was the ﬁrst one who called attention to “disinterested perception” (Stolnitz, 1961, p. 132). The primary context of
the concept was ethics and religion but afterwards it came to be affiliated
with aesthetic judgment and attitude. “Interest” for Shaftesbury is related
with the “well-being” or the “long-range good” of the individual or the society. Its main realm is ethics, related with actions and the concept of good
and bad. The good actions are the ones which are concerned with the “interest” of all, not only the individual. In this sense, Shaftesbury utilizes the
concept for the kinds of actions that are not motivated with “self-interest”.
He associates these with the terms of “interestedness or self-love” (ibid.).
Following ethics, the next subject disinterestedness shows up is religion.
Shaftesbury opposes “the disinterested love of God” to “serving God…for
interest merely” (quoted in Stolnitz, 1961, p. 55). The love of God shall be
for its own sake alone, not for the sake of any “interest” such as fear, wishes,
desires etc. In this sense, as Stolnitz (1961) puts it neatly, for Shaftesbury,
the antagonism of interestedness is “egoism in ethics and instrumentalism
in religion” (p. 132). Disinterestedness is only a negation of having interest
or being “motivated by self-concern” (ibid.)
176
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Around the same years1 , Baumgarten introduced the term “aesthetics”
in 1735 which was rooted in Greek term “aisthethike” that literally meant
“sense perception” or “sensory cognition”. He used the term “episteme
aisthetike” for the ﬁrst time in his Halle master’s thesis which meant “the
science of perception” or “science of sensitive knowing” (Brady, 2003, p. 8).
In this respect Shaftesbury began to describe the virtuous man as the one
who is devoid of being motivated by self-concerns in perceptual and sensory experiences. The term began to refer to the state of “barely seeing
and admiring” (Stolnitz, 1961, p. 133). His attempt was still for an ethical
and practical perspective and attitude. However, following Shaftesbury,
his successors such as Addison, Hutcheson, Burke and Kant caused the
concept to evolve in aesthetics. I will not go into detail but touch one of
the most important ﬁgures, Kant, with whose philosophy disinterestedness in aesthetics reached its climax.
Kant asserts that disinterestedness indicates impartiality, being not
biased in the existence of the thing, but rather to be indifferent to its
representation in relation to our personal desires, wishes or “interests”.
Interest for Kant is “the satisfaction that we combine with the representation of the existence of an object” (CJ, 5:204) which by extension is a work
of the faculty of desire. However, in an aesthetic judgment the pleasure
does not arise due to the object’s existence but from a mere contemplation of that object. I have taste not because of the dependent relations I
have with the object but because of “what I make of this representation
in myself ”. Disinterestedness is the quality of the beautiful which marks it
different from agreeable and good. Agreeable is the state which is “merely
the sensory gratiﬁcation of the senses” (CJ, 5:206) and good is the one
which we have a “concept of the object” (CJ, 5:208) and appreciate it with
respect to the purpose or ends that it serves us. On the other hand disinterestedness indicates to an appreciation of an object not for the sake of
something or for the mere sensory gratiﬁcation but for the sake of that object alone. It does not refer only to not being motivated with self-concerns
but also evokes the concepts of non-instrumentality and impartiality, being
not biased in the existence of the thing, but rather to be entirely indif1

Shaftesbury wrote his work Sensus Communis: An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humor
in 1709.
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ferent to its representation in relation to our personal desires, wishes or
interests. In this sense, unlike Berleant criticizes, disinterestedness has
never been deﬁned or explained in history as an attitude that is “distanced”,
“detached” or “isolating and framing” the “object”. Berleant’s criticism
might be due to the results of the art for art’s sake trend that gained eminence in the 19th and 20th century but I argue that this was a phenomenon
highly inﬂuenced and affected by the political agenda of those periods.
In contrast, disinterestedness in its original version never had such intentions or implications. Hence, we can summarize the main intention of
the concept with the following three key terms: 1) non-instrumentality, (2)
selﬂessness and (3) impartiality.
In the modern literature, Brady defends “interest” as a helpful concept
for designating the features of aesthetic attitude. As Shaftesbury primarily proposed, non-instrumentalism is one of her motivations to save the
concept in the contemporary debates. Aesthetic responses differ from
intellectual ones in the way they are not mediated but rather perceived immediately without factual consideration or with utilitarian concerns (Brady, 2003, p. 9). The main importance of the concept for Brady (2003) is
that it invites us to an attitude that is devoid of purpose where no object
is used as a means to an end, nor searched for its “function or use”. In
this sense, it should be marked that disinterestedness does not mean “indifference”, but rather just being free from concerns” (p. 10) resembling
Shaftesbury’s deﬁnition of “not being motivated with self-concerns”. Indifference connotes negative attitudes, such as not caring or disregarding.
However, disinterestedness indicates to a purely neutral state, neither to
be touched with an “interest” nor “lack of interest” (p. 34) that is being
devoid of any enthusiasm or spirit.
The second affiliated concept is “selﬂessness”. Egoism, selﬁshness and
selﬂessness are closely connected terms but are highly different in their
content. In this respect, it is easy to confuse disinterestedness with any
one of them and misinterpret the meaning and purpose it suggests in aesthetic judgments. Although Shaftesbury’s usage of disinterestedness in
1700s had been contrasted with egoism in ethics, such as being “unselﬁsh”,
with Addison it changed meaning to “impersonality” or “selﬂessness” (Stolnitz, 1961, p. 138). Selﬂessness or impersonality is also a proper term
to describe what Kant means with the concept. In this sense, whereas
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selﬁshness and unselﬁshness would mean “being other–directed” that is
“Willing to put the needs or wishes of others before one’s own” as the Oxford Dictionary states (Url); “selﬂessness” denotes a transparency in the
identity, “making oneself a pure, unﬂawed mirror” that can reﬂect “all the
impressions, which the objects that are before us can produce” with no
“distortion” (Brady, 2003, p. 138).
Lastly, “impartiality” is a potent term to delineate the attitude which
disinterestedness advocates in aesthetic judgments. Disinterestedness
functions in aesthetic judgments’ justiﬁcations to differentiate what is “arbitrary” and “subjective or personal desire” and what is an irrelevant “practical aim” (Brady, 2003, p. 34). Especially in aesthetic appreciation of
nature there are less strong boundaries than the works of art. For example,
there are no nature (natural sound) critics of cicadas that instructs us what
we should listen, judge if the nodes are appropriately designed, how long
we shall pay attention and in what way we should interact as is the case in
listening a Beethoven or Bach. “Consider the self-indulgent response that
appreciates a rainbow as “placed here just for me!” (Hettinger, 2007, p.
418). Against such consequences, disinterestedness proposes a “standard”
with respect to the last criteria, if the response is “unbiased or biased”. It
guarantees a degree of impartiality so that I can assume everyone has a
same similar appreciation with respect to that particular experience. This
was one of Kant’s concerns as well; he prioritized disinterestedness as the
ﬁrst moment of aesthetic judgments in the sense that it grounded the “universality” of them. Only with a normative criterion as such we can demand
from others a similar response for a rainbow or a sunset.
Therefore, I claim ﬁrst, disinterestedness does not claim any disengagement and passivity or framing and isolation of the object in an elitist way which is dominated with just a subjective contemplative state of
mind but rather the picturesque tradition does it. Second, although it
doesn’t call for a holistic integration of person and environment as Berleant and Saito looks for, it suggests a transparency of the self that is
non-instrumental and unbiased and ﬁnally, it does not defend anthropocentrism but accepts the fact that aesthetic judgments are anthropogeneric,
they are human-generated. We have to accept the duality of nature and humanity, i.e. nature is an “other” to us. This will create a space for “respect”
in environmental ethics.
179
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3. Objections and Counter-arguments
3.1. The proper antagonistic pole of engagement: picturesque
First, I claim that “disinterestedness” and “engagement” are pseudo-juxtapositions in Berleant, and the proper antagonistic pole is “picturesque”.
Since Berleant is more severe in this criticism, this counterargument would
be mainly against his thesis. Although, Saito (2007) criticizes the domination of aesthetic appreciation only by the sense of sight, she explicitly
admits that the proper target of this criticism is picturesque, an aesthetic
tradition left from the 18th century (pp. 152-4). Picturesque is ruled with
a distant and detached relation from the subject and the object of aesthetic appreciation is framed in a bordered, two-dimensional picture. Picturesque literally means “like a painting”, coined after the term pittoresco,
“the painter’s view”. Nature is viewed as a landscape painting where the
visual qualities are emphasized. In picturesque, nature is experienced as if
an ‘ideal landscape painting’. Therefore, the approach to it is necessarily
dominated by the sense of sight. Vision, colors and the play of light are
the main parameters for determining aesthetic response (Callicott, 2007,
p. 108).
Berleant wants to object this claim and integrate an approach of experiencing nature that is three-dimensional and multi-sensuous, not reduced
to sight alone but includes hearing, smelling, and the sense of touch. However, unlike Berleant proposes, disinterestedness does not reject this attitude. What it means is to be devoid of personal, self-interested concern
in its original version; to be unbiased and impartial as seen above. Carlson
(1993) also attacks Berleant with the argument that “active participation
and disinterestedness are not necessarily incompatible” (p. 222). The latter asks for a “special unique way or a special attitude” in approaching
aesthetic phenomena and the former demands taking part lively in the appreciation process. However, assertion of a special attitude in aesthetic
judgments does not exclude the process of taking part logically. Analytically, they are not antagonisms to each other. Similarly, Brady (2003) argues
that his juxtaposition of disinterestedness and engagement “rests on a mistaken assumption” (p. 133).
On the other hand, Berleant can assume a hidden premise that disinterestedness deliberately and directly overlooks and rejects engagement. How180
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ever, that is another issue which is tied up with the history of what kind of
aesthetic genre dominates. In the 18th century picturesque commenced to
guide all aesthetic phenomena as if it is the only one and Berleant seems
to confuse this historical, dominant type of art as if it is the whole artistic
tradition and reduced the rich context of aesthetics to picturesque alone.
Moreover, Berleant (1991) accuses Stolnitz to be the pioneer ﬁgure who
isolated aesthetics “from the rest of life” (p. 13). However, Stolnitz does
not argue for passivity and distance but as can be seen in his idea of “sympathetic attention”, he claims that we need to open ourselves to the object
and let that perceptual experience to carry us to its own nature. This is
the state of mind that we should have, not a purely subjective contemplative mental process but a direct openness to the aesthetic features of the
object or phenomena. In this way, we can be “thoroughly engaged by it”
(Brady, 2003, p. 9).
Not only this but also, many scholars who defend disinterestedness
such as Brady and Carlson also accept the fact that environment shall be
appreciated multi-sensuously. This shows that disinterestedness and the
peculiar dominancy of one sense, vision, are not necessarily dependent on
each other and parasitic. Brady (2003) emphasizes the need to acknowledge the “particularity of natural environments as environments rather
than merely as scenes or objects” (p. 3). Similarly, Carlson (2007) advocates a “natural environmental model” in nature appreciation which differentiates from “object” and “landscape model” (p. 125). The natural environmental model accepts the fact that we are surrounded by nature in a
multi-sensuous way such as the sounds of rain, humidity of mud, smell of
a rose or an odor of decay. But, they both accept that disinterestedness is
a crucial aesthetic attitude that discriminates what kind of aesthetic judgments are appropriate or not, rich or shallow. Therefore, we can be in
nature, acknowledge its sounds, smells and touch in a multi-sensuous and
three-dimensional way but be devoid of self-interested expectations. For
instance, we can acknowledge all the perceptive qualities of a chamomile
but not have an appetitive desire. On the other hand, we can approach a
ﬂower singularly but can acknowledge its continuity with the rest of the atmosphere disinterestedly. For example, we can appreciate a snowdrop in
its particularity on the top of a high mountain. This appreciation itself is
already bounded by the context that the appreciation demands: the aware181
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ness of snow, mountain, height, less oxygen, etc. It does not mean that we
have separated and isolated the object from its environment. Therefore,
disinterestedness does not discard the features of continuity and engagement with the environment.
3.2. The discussion of selﬂessness: immersion- in-a-bigger-Self vs. devoid-of-anyempirical-self
Second, although it might be much limited than they seek; their call for a
holistic account of appreciative attitude is still embraced in disinterestedness. The self does not vanish and dissolve in a bigger Self as both Saito
and Berleant assume but, disinterestedness, although different in dimension, still implies an account of selﬂessness. Whereas their theories can be
interpreted as implication of immersion-of-self-in-a-bigger-Self, disinterestedness defends being-devoid-of-any-empirical-self. Disinterestedness is more
than being “unselﬁsh” but it is to be “impersonal” or “selﬂess” where one
becomes “a pure, unﬂawed mirror, prepared to receive without distortion
all the impressions” (Stolnitz 1961, p. 138). Disinterestedness implies selflessness where the self does not dissolve in the whole as they prefer, but
becomes transparent. Disinterestedness is at a parallel line in their purpose,
but differs to the extent and degree being ambitious in this.
In disinterestedness, the self does not dissolve in nature, rather keeps
his/her identity separate but becomes much neutral and transparent. In
this sense, the self becomes devoid of any empirical dependencies and determinations, it does not set aside who s/he is but “what s/he wants” (Brady,
2003, p. 132). Therefore, it is not a passive or detached relationship but
a sort of relationship that demands from the one to stand at a concrete
standpoint and relate to the phenomena without “wants or desires” (ibid.).
The dichotomy of subject and object is maintained in disinterestedness
with the assumption that natural environment is distinct from us (Brady,
2003, p. 70). The holistic arguments of Saito and Berleant do not consist of such a premise. However, I do not mean to claim that the holistic
ideas shall be abandoned and instead the idea of nature’s otherness hand in
hand with disinterestedness shall only be embraced. Rather, I argue that
the idea of accepting nature’s otherness and distinctness to generate an
elitist and detached appreciation of environment is misleading. Disinter182
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estedness accepts this otherness and still has a lot to say about the relation
of humans and nature. This is not a trivial argument that shall be ruled out
easily.
Culture is the reason for the difference between nature and humans.
As the term itself means, nature, in the “most commonest and fundamental
sense”, refers to all the existent things which are not human and “distinguished from the work of humanity”. It is in contrast to culture, history
and everything that is “artiﬁcially” produced (Soper, 1995, p. 15). In short,
as Soper (1995) puts it neatly, it is the “idea through which we conceptualize what is other to ourselves” (p. 16). This acceptance of nature’s otherness
for Brady is a realistic attitude. We affect nature with our deeds and it affects us, but it is true that there is a gap in between. However, this fact
does not lead us to “objectify” or “detach” from nature. In contrast, accepting nature’s otherness with disinterested attitude can engender a respectful relation with it that is devoid of utilitarian purposes and biased, selfmotivated concerns. The aesthetic disinterested attitude helps one “to
love something (e.g. beautiful crystal formations the indescribable beauty
of plants) even apart from any intention to use it” (Kant, CJ, 5:267). Disinterestedness calls for a transparent self that is devoid of any empirical
needs so that in the end, it “habituates us to selﬂess reﬂection and conduct”
(Lucht, 2007, p. 138). It enables us to value nature in a way that “backgrounds personal preferences and utilitarian concerns” and “foreground
an appreciation of its qualities” (Brady, 2003, p. 129). In short, although
holistic accounts that advocate the immersion-of-self-in-a-bigger-Self might
aim to erase the boundaries between humans and nature and create a uniﬁed relation, their ideas are not realistic and well-grounded to abandon
the theory of disinterestedness.
3.3. Anthropogeneric vs. anthropocentric
Third, against Saito’s “Zen-Buddhist type of non-anthropocentric appreciation” theory, I argue that aesthetic judgments are response-dependent
which means that they are anthropogeneric, human-generated, and shall not
be confused with anthropocentric, human-centered. I argue that Saito misinterprets the term “anthropocentric” with worries of domination of nature.
However, disinterestedness does not lead to anthropocentrism. It is true
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that aesthetic appreciation by deﬁnition demands a creative dialectic between humans and nature that is dependent on the above-mentioned argument of “otherness” of nature but this shall not lead us to discard altogether the existence of a human appreciator. This is like throwing the baby
with the bath water. The claim that aesthetic judgments are anthropogeneric underlines the fact that it occurs within a human perspective. In that
case, disinterestedness involves anthropogenericism as a necessary feature of
aesthetic judgment which necessitates the human-valuer.
Anthropogeneric indicates the necessity of “subject generator” in an aesthetic appreciation. Aesthetic appreciation in nature is always relational;
there is a creative dialectic between humans and nature. Since any philosophical view or ethics without humans does not make sense, it is the same
case in aesthetics. Humans ignite aesthetic appreciation. Appreciation itself even assumes it by deﬁnition, in order for that act to take place, an
appreciator has to exist. This is the same case for ethics, we try to ﬁnd a
proper ethical theory or an answer to the question “how we shall live” or
“how I shall act”. These questions are directed to particular subjects.
To say of any natural thing n that n is valuable means that n is able
to be valued, if and when human valuers, Hs come along. There is no actual beauty autonomous to the valued and valuable forests cirque lakes,
mountains, sequoia tress, sand hill cranes there is aesthetic ignition when
humans arrive, the aesthetics emerges relationally with the appearance of
the subject generator. (Rolston, 2007, p. 328)
Reminiscent of Thomas Nagel’s book (1986), there is not a “view from
nowhere”, the view is always from somewhere (p. 2). Therefore, we can
adopt a kind of aesthetics that can help us appreciate nature without imposing our practical needs, desires and wishes. In other words, I suggest
that with disinterestedness, we can both accept the anthropogeneric nature
of each proposition and appreciate nature’s beauty without falling into a
relativist discourse. Then, our aesthetic judgments would include a standard for a “universal voice” (Kant, CJ, 5:216) without assimilating or imposing our self-concerned interests. Moreover, even the call for “impartiality”
and being devoid of self-motivated concerns indicate that disinterestedness is not anthropocentric. In contrast, it urges us to detain from imposing our own practical desires and needs. In other words, the otherness of
nature and anthropogenericism are not one and same even though they might
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look like. The latter is the ontology of how we make judgments. Adopting
nature’s otherness does not necessarily lead us to have a hierarchical, anthropocentric relation with nature.
4. Why a Defense of Disinterestedness?
All in all, saving disinterestedness in aesthetics as a criterion of justiﬁcation brings forth crucial consequences in environmental ethics. Although
the judgments of aesthetics and ethics are separate realms of values, they
can help us to constitute a comprehensive attitude towards our environment. The disinterested attitude, by means of accepting nature’s otherness and appreciating it with a non-utilitarian, transparent self and impartiality leads us to respect and care for nature for its own sake.
Disinterestedness encourages us to pay “attention” to the aesthetic object or phenomena (Brady, 2003, p. 136). It demands us to recognize and
be aware of it. Every awareness or consciousness of an object with no dependent relation consequently leads one to value it for its own sake. The
“open receptivity” to the aesthetic qualities of that natural surrounding
“frees up the mind from personal preoccupations” (Brady, 203, p. 140) and
a mind that is concerned with the qualities of the “other” acknowledges
the independent existence of that being. It exists there as it is and that is
the way it has been so far and will be in the future. This kind of attitude is
nothing but respect which involves “allowing the other to be who they are”
or what it is “without using them as a means to one’s ends” (Brady, 2003,
p. 142). Successively, care is the effort to sustain “other” beings existence.
It is parasitic on respect, because trying to nurture and look for the continuance of any existent being cannot take place without acknowledging
its otherness and value.
In short, nature is distinct from us. However, we shall not misunderstand this distinction as a detachment or an isolation. Accepting “a degree
of distance” does not necessarily lead to an elitist, alien relationship. As
Brady puts it, via adopting a disinterested attitude in environmental appreciation, humans could set a “close relationship” with nature but at the
same time enable others to be themselves. This is the way how “enough
distance” is preserved in any friendship (Brady, 2003, p. 142). Friends have
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to let the other to be who they are without assimilating them, otherwise
that would not be a friendship but slavery.
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